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Tribute to Summer

As I write this letter I ask myself how it can be possible that
Labor Day is only a few days away. What a summer it has been,
with extreme heat, tornados, hurricanes and even an
earthquake. Whether you spent your summer holiday at the
beach, in the mountains, or just in your own backyards having
wonderful BBQ, I am certain that you found time to stitch.
We thought what better way to say goodbye to summer than
to reflect on the most beloved of all quilt block patterns, Sun
Bonnet Sue. Sue surely found herself in everything ‘summer’
from sandboxes to gardens, from playgrounds to shopping
malls, and from the beach to the mountains.

Creative Sewing Market
Sunday and Monday,
September 11-12
Marriot Grandview Hotel
US Hwy 280
Birmingham, AL

Our featured little girls favored the beach in their cool ‘beach
dresses’. Big sister Avery is cool as a cucumber in her White
Dotted Swiss sundress. Little Caroline is adorable in her
beautiful rose embroidered dot Swiss Batiste round yoke dress.
We think Sue should have loaned these darling girls a couple of
her bonnets! We hope you enjoy our Tribute to Summer issue.
Don’t forget the Creative Sewing Market Sunday and Monday
September 11‐12 at the Marriott Grandview Hotel, US Hwy 280
in Birmingham, Al.
We have new fabrics and trims to entice fall and winter sewers.
For those who have fallen in love with the baby dimity fabric,
we have added another in tiny squares. It is just as adorable and
perfect for baby boy sewing in the added shade of Aqualine
Blue. We will have lots of ‘goodies’ including vintage ribbon and
laces, along with cuts of our regular stock. REMEMBER THAT
ITEMS DELIVERED AT THE SHOW ARE CASH AND CARRY. We will
accept cash or checks, but NO CREDIT CARDS!
See you in Birmingham – Sheila

Summer means spending time together . . . as sisters.

SUNBONNET SUE’S HISTORY
“That girl with the bonnet, Sunbonnet Sue, Dutch Doll, Bonnie
Bonnet, Sun Bonnet Babies…whatever the design is called, the
Sunbonnet Sue design is one of the most widely recognized quilt
block patterns.
While quilters of the mid-19th century loved appliqué –
everything from flowers to horses to scissors – curiously absent
from all but a handful of 19th century quilts is the human figure.
The few ‘people’ that do appear on quilts seem to fall into two
categories: carefully detailed renderings as lifelike as the
quilter’s skill allowed, or pure abstractions! The Sunbonnet
design has been made into nursery quilts, appliquéd onto
clothing and decorated with ribbons and lace. She has been
depicted working, playing, and getting into mischief. The playful
girl with the big bonnet can be traced back to illustrators who
worked in the late 1800s and early 20th century.

Sue has picked her last rose of summer in mini micro check
forest green with white pique pinafore.

It was probably Kate Greenaway who introduced what we know
as the ‘Sunbonnet” design – a young female figure, usually in
silhouette, whose wide-brimmed hat obscures her face. As a
motif on quilts, the “sunbonnet” seems to originate from the
1878 publication of Greenaway’s first book, “Under the
Window”, in which Greenaway dressed her figures in a
romanticized version of Regency clothing popularized by the
era’s Aesthetic Movement, and a confluence of the redwork
embroidery craze which began in the late 1870’s.

A perfect lesson of how to mix patterns of fabric. The key here
is the common color of navy.

No one really knows when exactly Sunbonnet Sue originated.
However, aside from the claims of being the first, there are
theories. Perhaps she is an ever expanding creation of a base
idea. A girl in a bonnet surely cannot be unique and attributed to
one individual, face obscured or otherwise.

What an elegant idea for a bed covering . . . all lace over a moiré
or velvet duvet, a lovely idea of reversal using lace as the
ground and your design of solid.

The earliest redwork images we would recognize as ‘Sunbonnet”
figures have another source as Bertha Corbett Melcher is also
credited as a creator of the Sunbonnet designs. An illustrator of
children’s books, a 1902 letter to her publisher revealed that she
first drew some faceless ‘sunbonnet babies’ when a colleague
insisted that it was facial features that gave a figure life. The
‘babies’ were an instant hit and in 1900 she published her first
book. In 1902 she collaborated with Eulalile Osgood Grover on
The Sunbonnet Babies Primer, and the series continued for
decades.

Black and white flowers adorn this little Sue enjoying a stroll with
her pet poodle while the days are still warm.

Sunbonnet appliqué designs remained popular throughout the
mid-20th century, but she got a boost in 1967 when American
Greetings first published its “Holly Hobbie” series of cards.
The design once again made its way to quilts. Unlike the earlier
Sunbonnets, however, Holly Hobbie usually appeared as a
central medallion rather than a repeated block; and was heavily
embellished with not only embroidery, but lace and eyelet.
Throughout history, the Sunbonnet Sue design has appeared on
postcards, calendars, textiles and canvas, fine china and
figurines. As artists continue to create, celebrate, and redefine
her, who knows what she will become throughout this new
millennium.

Summer memories. Summer smiles.

NEEDLES
Part II
Types of Hand Sewing Needles
Needles must be made of the best quality tempered steel
available. They must be resistant to breaking, but not
bendable. A needle which is bent, without a point, or
rusty should never be used as these faults will affect the
regularity and neatness of your work.

We hope you enjoy our renditions of this charming young girl.
Perhaps you would like to try your hand at creating a Sunbonnet The needle must be suitable for the type of work and the
Sue. What a great project for those leftover bits of lace and fabric which is used. Today there are nearly as many types
fabric!
of needles produced as there are types of fabrics. The
Sheila Nicol

needle should be slightly thicker than the sewing thread,
so that it will open up a sufficiently wide passage for the
thread as it passes through the material. Hand sewing
needles come in 10 sizes ranging from No. 1, the heaviest
to No. 12, the very finest. Special purpose needles come

in various sizes depending upon their purpose. Needles ended tapestry needles, with an eye in the middle for use
should be kept in a needle book in a dry place to avoid when the canvas is on a frame.
rusting.
NOTE: remember the hand loomed machines in
SHARPS are needles used for general sewing. They have a Switzerland use the needle with the eye in the middle as
sharp point, round eye and are of medium length.
the embroideries are loomed on a frame.
EMBROIDERY (CREWEL) needles are identical to sharps TATTING needles are long and the same thickness for their
but have a longer eye to enable easier threading of entire length, including at the eye, to enable thread to be
pulled through the double stitches used in tatting.
multiple embroidery threads and thicker yarns.
BETWEENS (QUILTING) are shorter and with a small UPHOLSTERY needles are heavy, long needles that can be
rounded eye. They are usually used for making tiny straight or curved. Curved needles are handy in tight
spots, tufting and tying quilts. They are also used in
stitches in quilting and other detailed handwork.
mattress making and repair.
MILLINERS’ needles are longer than sharps and are good
for basting and pleating.
SELF‐THREADING or SIDE‐THREADING needles have a slot
for the thread rather than an eye.
BALLPOINTS have a rounded point for knitted fabrics.
BEADING needles are very fine and thin to accommodate
large numbers of beads and sequins.
The BODKIN is long and thick with a ballpoint. They can
be flat or round to accommodate ribbon, elastic or tape.
CHENILLE needles are similar to tapestry needles, but with
large, long eyes and sharp points to penetrate closely
woven fabrics.
DARNERS are similar to tapestry needles but longer.
There are DOLL needles used for soft sculpturing on dolls,
especially facial details.
LEATHER needles are also known as GLOVERS with a
triangular point used for piercing leather without tearing
it. SAILMAKER needles are similar but with a larger point.
TAPESTERY needles have a large eye and a blunt tip. They
are used for working on canvas. There are even double

One last look as Summer ends . . .
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